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PREPARING SOFTWARE USER MANUAL

UNIT–3
PREPARING SOFTWARE USER MANUAL

3·0 Objective :
In this chapter you will learn to :
 prepare software user manual
 analyse the use of software manual

3·1 Introduction :
In many software companies, software developers write documentation for users.

To help users use the software effectively the developers usually provide a user guide, or
a reference manual or online help. The tips given for producing effective business
documents and the parameters for technical writing will provide anough input to produce
a user manual.
3·2 Structure of User Manual :

There are several reasons for the software developer to produce a user manual or
documentation. Some of these are :

 To help the users of the Software
 To decease support costs
 To use as a marketing tool
 To improve the image of the company.
Before you start to create the documentation, identify the reasons for creating the

user manual. If the manual will not improve profits there is not enough reason to produce
it. For e.g. if it is more cost efficient to give details over e-mail or phone rather than
publishing user manual go for it. If however there is a legal compliance to produce a user
manual then it can be done. Do not create documentation to explain an inefficient product.
Instead change the interface. Get help from professional usability experts wherever possible.
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Audience Analysis :
Documentation has no use if it does not answer the questions that people ask.

Therefore before you start to write, you need to know about the reader and the tasks that
they carry out.

Possibly some users know windows and are subject matter experts but they have
never used your software or your competitor’s software. Possibly other users are expert
with windows but they may be new to the industry where your software is used.

One way to categorize the audience is by job role. For e.g.
 Date entry clerk
 Supervisor
 System administrator
 Service desk operator
This method of categorizing the audience help in two ways—
 This method helps you to create documentation that is applicable to needs of

each type of user.
 The job roles show the skill level of users. For example a system administrator

is usually an expert with software but a data entry clerk can either be an expert
or a novice.

Task Analysis :
Different types of users do different tasks. A task is a set of operations that is used

to achieve a goal. A precedure is an ordered list of instructions that tells one person how
to do a low level task. A hierarchy of tasks exists, the lowest level of which is a set of
procedures.

Possibly at the higher level more than one person does the task. For example a high
level task is to do annual stock taking. This task involves many people at many levels and
probably at many locations. At the lowest level, each procedure contains instructions for
one person, Possibly more than one person does the same procedure.

To find the tasks and the procedures that people do—
 Observe users and speak to them about their jobs.
 Get inforamtion from existing documentation and from functional specifications.
 Match the task to known practice. For example, if one task is to create a record,

other tasks are necessary to select, change delete or archive records.
Write one or more procedures for each person. Do not write a process.
Structure And Context :
A user guide is primarily about work procedures. A user guide tells people how to

use software to do a job. A user guide answers the questions “how do I ?” If there is much
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conceptual information to read, supply a user guide as printed documentation or in a
printable format such as a PDF file.

A reference manual explains the features of a software product. Each dialogue box,
field, tab and button is explained. A reference manual answers the questions “what is x ?”
Sometimes reference material can be supplied successfully in electronic format only.
Typically you can supply a reference manual as context sensitive online help. Each topic
contains information about the fields on the dialogue box from which the user called for
help. You also need topics for reference material that is not about particular dialogue
boxes.

When you create a document, do one or more of the following:
 Divide the document into sections based on roles, for example, “data entry”

and “administration”.
 Match the procedures to the task. Group similar tasks in the same section.
 Organize sections so that frequent tasks come before the infrequent tasks.
 If you need both task based instructions and reference material, divide the

document into two sections. The first section is a user guide. The second is a
reference manual. The user guide contains short procedural information. It
does not explain each field in each dialog box. Instead it contains cross
references to the reference section.

To find the correct level of detail for a document, put yourself in the position of the
readers and answer their questions. Focus on the primary users. If most people know how
to use WINDOWS write for them. For example in the introduction, write that you expect
users to have basic ECDL.

You are an expert who knows the basic terms, the assumptions and the shortcuts in
the subject area. Do not make logical jumps that non experts do not understand. Possibly
you must ‘state the obvious’ because the audience does not know the subject. However,
do not give information that is not necessary. If one sentence is sufficient, do not include
a page of screen shots.

Tips for writing Instructions :
Instructions form the baseline of the user’s manual. Here are some guidelines to

help you write clear instructions :
 Prefix the instructions with a clear heading that summarises the task.
 Show clearly who does what if a process involves more than one person. Write

a different procedure for each person.
 Start each instruction with a verb that tells the reader to do something for

example “Open the dialog box”, Press the X button” etc.
 Use a numbered list when the order is important. Use a bulleted list when the

order is not important for example when the reader can choose between different
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options.

 Put notes and warnings at the start of the instructions or before the list item to
which they refer.

 Specify conditions before the primary part of the instructions for example at
step 5 of some stocktaking instruction do not write ”before you start stocktaking”.
These should be logical sequencing.

 Do not mix instructions with conceptual information. Give the necessary
background infromation before the instruction.

 Write for your audience and use a level of detail that is suitable to their skill
level.

 Avoid lists of more than approximately ten steps. If possible divide a long list
of instructions into two or more different tasks.

 Specify what the reader does when the task is complete. If a reader asks “Now
what ?” the instructions are not complete.

3·3 Let us Sum Up :
In writing a user manual you cannot please all the users all the time. However, with

a careful evaluation of the typical users and the tasks that they do, you can create excellent
dacumentation that helps most users. This documentation will decrease your support costs
and increase your reputation.
3·4 Exercise :

1. What do you understand by User Manual Discuss.



